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Texas is a business- friendly 

destination, defying stereotypes and has 

turned it into a thriving ground of 

success for different industries. It took 

the top spot for commendable quality of 

life, health care, low crime and it is 

progressive and fiercely entrepreneurial.

Visit  to experience dazzling 

and vibrant city life with unlimited fun 

as it is now decking up with its 
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 Dear Readers,

he new projection by the United Nation World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) revealed that the 

number of global travellers surged last year but the trip to US fell . The number of trips to the U.S was Tapproximately 73 million. The strong dollar and controversial policies on immigration, less stable 

political situation and travel introduced by the current administration led to deterioration in demand from 

main markets as per the industry experts.

US cities are known for shaping musical genres which is an essential part of the city's music scene and has 

helped defined its overall identity over the decades.  The Cover story on Stunning Symphonies takes you 

through the American cities offering cozy jazz club, action-packed outdoor concert and many more.

Hollywood holds an international reputation for movie buffs, along with emerging urban cityscape and the 

sparkling hotels and celebrity hangouts. Read on our special feature on Hollywood Tourism to know what to 

see in the iconic movie town.

Destination Diary  features Baltimore which will be attracting revellers from across the world on the occasion 

of  Light City, the nation's first free large-scale light, music and innovation festival to be held in April.

In this edition, Meetings Point brings out how Austin has stunning growth, lower business and living costs 

with the probability of being the most likely city to prosper over the next decade.

Keep reading to remain updated from the ever enticing world of travel and tourism!



If there is anything that imparts soul to the universe and flight to the 
imagination, it is 'music', believed Plato.  And one cannot agree more! Be it 
curling your back towards loneliness with Beethoven or going high in spirits 
with Bob Dylan ― music is an evergreen seductress… its appeal, 
irresistible! Diverse auras right from Dylan, Louis Armstrong, B B King, 
Debbie Harry and Nirvana are waiting to bewitch souls in love with 
symphonies. No wonder some of the top music festivals across the earth 
have been attracting globetrotters like moths to a flame, placing global 
music tourism industry in a euphoric limelight!  
Of late, the United States has emerged as a delightful destination in this 
regard. For, international travellers can never have a dull moment here, 
thanks to the myriad assortment of rock, pop, folk, jazz, and blues. 

illennials might seem to be lured by new music streaming 

services, evident from the decline of digital and physical Mrecord sales. Naturally, this has impacted the worldwide 

music industry adversely. However, music festivals throughout the world 

continue to witness significant growth in recent years. Rising revenues 

and footfalls in such events will boost  the music industry. 

A research by IbisWorld reveals that the U.S. concert and event 

promotion industry is expected to generate $28 billion this year.  

Therefore, the host cities end up earning a generous chunk of revenue 

each year. But tourism industry needs to coordinate strategically with the 

music industry to strike the perfect chord with wanderlust-struck music 

fanatics! 

Music enchants Tourists…

Cover Story

Stunning 

America's Top Music Cities

Symphonies
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America's leading Music Hotspots 
So are you ready to seek the echoes of your favorite 'melody heroes' in America? To be frank, every American 

state has some sort of a musical tale to share. Let us take you on a virtual tour of the top American music cities:

Memphis :

New York City:

 Elvis Presley is a phenomenal sensation in the universe of music! Tennessee's largest city Memphis 

sparkles with Elvis Presley fame. His Graceland mansion is still a swarm of admirers 40 years after his death. 

Located south-east of the centre at East McLemore Avenue, the Stax Museum has immortalized the enigma of 

the soul label that had released classics by Otis Redding and Isaac Hayes between 1959 and 1975.

 

 The Big Apple has long been a whirlpool of the coolest musical acts. The likes of the Talking 

Heads, Blondie, Velvet Underground, the Strokes, and Wu-Tang Clan have all emanated from this febrile 

environment. On the other hand, Bob Dylan had explored the fold club of Greenwich Village in the early 60s. 
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Nashville:

Los Angeles :

Detroit : 

 Nashville has always been an iconic music destination of the US. This Tennessee state capital can be 

aptly referred to as a shrine of country music. Performers like Taylor Swift, Dolly Parton, and Johnny Cash have 

mystified the city that is obsessed with this genre. Its County Music Hall of Fame is an enormous museum 

housing over 2.5 million artifacts. 

  California's biggest city, Los Angeles is a hotbed of serious rock music. The Rainbow Bar And Grill 

based on Sunset Boulevard in West Hollywood has been a watering hole for several guitar bands inclusive of the 

Red Hot Chili Peppers, Guns N' Roses, and so on. And the Troubador has observed the likes of artists like 

Radiohead, Elton John, and many more. 

Detroit is another magical musical nerve center of America. Michigan's largest city boasts of an 

internationally acclaimed musical tapestry. Iggy Pop, the White Stripes, and Eminem have all found stability in 

this beautiful Midwest metropolis while Madonna was raised in the suburb of Rochester Hills. 

But then Detroit's biggest gift to music aficionados is undoubtedly Motown. The ground-breaking soul record 

label was founded in this place by Berry Gordy Jr. in 1959. It was based in the conurbation till the year 1972. 
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Seattle :

Chicago : 

 A flamboyant locale for the 'rock' style, Seattle has been the famous epicenter of a fabulous musical 

movement that produced groups including Pearl Jam, Soundgarden, Nirvana, and many others, between 1989 

and 1994. 

America's 'Windy City' Chicago gave birth to the blues, particularly in the Deep South. Here it 

received a great impetus between the Thirties and Sixties. During this point of time, Muddy Waters, Bo Diddley, 

Howlin' Wolf and Buddy Guy were quite active in this city. 
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America is teeming with many other 

music hotspots, waiting to ensnare 

melody addicts.For instance, Oakland, 

California is the birthplace of Billie Joe, 

the evergreen lead vocalist and 

guitarist of the punk rock band, 'Green 

Day'! Imagine the thrill of exploring 

the streets of New York that 

Armstrong once walked on, crooning 

to “I walk this empty street, on the 

boulevard of broken dreams…”

Music has long been the dormant fire 

of gypsy souls keen to explore new 

adventures. Martin Luther had once 

said that music is the greatest treasure 

in the world, just next to the Word of 

God. So true! 
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lthough a part of California, Hollywood has long been known worldwide for its film and entertainment 

industry. Since the wee hours of moviemaking in America, the pioneers found this place of Southern ACalifornia as the most pragmatic location for shooting. Hollywood tantamounts to the American film 

industry, which is situated northwest of downtown Los Angeles and surrounded by Hyperion Avenue and 

Riverside Drive (east), Beverly Boulevard (south), the foothills of the Santa Monica Mountains (north), and 

Beverly Hills (west).

Special Feature

Tour across the reel world 
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The Hollywood Sign -

Hollywood Museum-

Ripley's believe it or not-

 

Originally created in 1923, the then 

" H o l l y w o o d l a n d "  s i g n  w a s  

supposed to be up for only a year 

and a half, today stands as one of 

the pioneer global attraction. 

There's plenty of parking to view 

the sign by Lake Hollywood Park, 

the easiest to reach viewpoint. 

There is also a helicopter tour of the 

hollywood sign.

 Anyone 

will get spelled by this gem-of-a-

collection from the cinema history. 

This art deco landmark has more 

t h a n  1 0 , 0 0 0  b i t s  o f  f i l m  

memorabilia out of which some 

extensive exhibits are dedicated to 

Marilyn Monroe and Bob Hope. 

Stunning autograph collection is 

the other exhibit which can 

instantly evolve kleptomania 

among the collectors! 

 

Although some find the ticket a bit 

steep given the bizarre (read 

creepy) items, it is worth the money 

if you find interest in sculpture of 

Marilyn Monroe made of shredded 

money or a bikini made from 

human hair.
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Universal Studios- 

Dolby Theatre -

Although 

you might be confused whether to 

call it a theme park or studio, a 

complete studio tour does provide 

a good first hand look at familiar TV 

and movie sets. For many first-

timers, this might be more than just 

the amusement park cliches and 

can enjoy the War of the Worlds 

and Psycho sets.

 Despite a name 

change after the theater's main 

sponsor switched from Kodak to 

Dolby in 2012, this 3,400-seat 

center remains one of LA's most 

impressive live entertainment 

venues, with a year-round series of 

high-profile screenings, premieres 

and events. 

You cannot return empty handed from 'Hollywoodland'. 

Shops like Playclothes Vintage Fashion, Skylight, Silver 

Lake Wine, Le Pink & Co., Meltdown, Hollywood & 

Highland, It's a wrap, Jet Rag etc. offers an impressive 

collection of 'filmy' jargons which are worth heaping up 

your memorabilia. Places such as The Room, Smog 

Cutter, Musso & Frank Grill, Happy Ending, Circus Disco 

offers nightly shows making them a very popular space 

amongst the tourists. With a rotating mix of events 

across the week, each one can find one of their choice.
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Interestingly, in 2016, L.A. County surpassed New York as the top U.S. destination for Chinese visitors making it 

an unbelievably strong year for tourism. Hoping to keep up the momentum, the tourism authority wants the 

figures to reach 50 million visitors a year in the coming days.

There was a time when visiting Hollywood was a glance-at-your-guidebook kind of adventure. It just had the 

open-air van ride through Beverly Hills to gape at the famous mansions of celebrities and the studio tour. The 

noir-ish apartment buildings where, say, Marilyn Monroe once lived or the backdrops of classics like Sunset 

Boulevard oozes the golden-era-vibe and works as a cultural touchstone for anyone who grew up on movies.
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Travel News

Cayman Island plans to create employment 

from tourism industry

Cayman Island, an autonomous British Territory plans to Ireland presents to the global tourism hemisphere 

generate employment from the travel and tourism as a favourite spring destination in its new official 

industry, which also help to increase the revenue and tourism promotional video. Tourism Ireland's 

attract the international tourist.  Cayman Island is latest video showcases these perky youngsters as 

famous for its green waterfronts. Seven Mile Beach is the they find their feet – highlighting to potential 

main attraction here. The authorities of Cayman are visitors yet another great reason to visit the island 

urging to create more employment directly and of Ireland in the springtime. This tourism video is 

indirectly in travel, tourism and hospitality industry. This promoted to the potential visitors through Tourism 

will be the part of key development in travel and tourism Ireland's social platforms. 

industry.

New Ireland tourism video shows spring 

to potential visitors
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Singapore's new carbon emission tax 

will be from 2019 

Singapore will charge the new carbon emission Auckland Airport has welcomed the announcement by 

tax from the year 2019 to cut its greenhouse gas Emirates that it will launch a new year-round daily 

emissions and make the companies more service to Dubai via Bali. This service will be available 

competitive as the global agreements on the from 15 June 2018. Emirates will fly daily from Auckland 

climate change take effect. The Finance Minister to Bali with a Boeing 777-300. This flight will be 

Heng Swee Keat said this imposition of tax would functional in addition to Emirates daily Auckland to 

be levied on all facilities producing 25,000 Dubai direct A380 service. The new flight will continue 

tonnes or more of greenhouse gas emissions a from Bali to Dubai. Scott Tasker, Auckland Airport's 

year. The tax to be applied to all sectors, will be General Manager aeronautical commercial, says that the 

Sg$5.0 ($3.8) per tonne of greenhouse gas announcement is great news for the people of New 

emissions from 2019 to 2023, after which the Zealand and will add more than 250,000 seats to the 

levy will be reviewed and possibly raised to route. It will encourage in exploring more travel 

between Sg$10 and Sg$15 per tonne by 2030. destinations in Asia. 

Emirates will launch new flight to Dubai via 

Bali from Auckland Airport
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Cuba to get more cruises from Norwegian 

Cruise Line

Norwegian Sun.

The new seven-night cruises will start in September 
 

through October out of Miami. Norwegian Sun's new 
To promote the cruise tourism and also to encourage 

nine-night cruises would develop upon the week-
the international tourists, Norwegian Cruise Line is 

long sailings with additional visits to Roatan, 
all set to add the brand new seven-night Caribbean 

Cozumel, Honduras and Mexico and they would be 
cruises, which will be the first for the line. 

starting in Miami. This new cruise addition would 
This Miami- based company's only voyage with 

feature destinations like Santa Marta, Cartagena, 
Havana is on the schedule with short trips that last 

Costa Rica, Puerto Limon, Colombia, Oranjestad and 
for four nights. Norwegian Cruise Line also plans this 

Aruba, which will be the great push for tourism. 
new nine-and 13-night sailings that feature a call at 

Norwegian Cruise is also adding a new five-night 
Havana, Cuba. All of the new voyages would be 

cruise to the Bahamas and Cuba from Port Canaveral 
taking place this fall on the 1,936-passenger 

on 3rd September, 2018.
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AUSTIN

ADDING NEW 
PERSPECTIVE TO 
YOUR BUSINESS 

AMBITION

Meetings Point



The stunning vistas and settings of Austin, Texas makesit a business- friendly destination, defying 

stereotypes and turning it into a thriving ground of success for different industries.

The country's 11th largest city took the top spot for commendable quality of life, health care, low crime 

rates, affordable housing and outstanding schools with low cost of living. Its progressive and fiercely 

entrepreneurial aspect has drawn many. Its workforce is educated, bilingual with a passion for success, 

holding a vast range of skill set, be it from the high-end technology design, development and marketing 

to back-office operations.

The city doesn't impose any personal state income tax and the wages are competitive. Its business 

ecosystem reflected consistent growth for some of the world's most successful companies.Its business 

enterprises and infrastructure supports technology, digital media, clean energy and life sciences, 

advanced manufacturing and data centres.

Major industries have access to telecommunications, transportation, electric and water utility 

capacities. The whole world in its entirety seems to shrink in Austin which has stunning growth and 

lower business and living costs.The city hasbeen ruling the headlines since 2016. Austin was ranked 

by Forbes as the city most likely to prosper over the next decade.

The region is anchored by a world-class metropolitan area abound with culture, environment and 

lifestyle. Its communities have urban, suburban and rural operating environments.Its upscale 

communities, historic squares and busy college towns are ripe for development and its world-

class metropolitan area is a brimming ground of culture, environment and lifestyle.

Austin houses the tallest condo towers 

in the state, the 690-feet tall 

Independent with 58 stories and the 

685-feet tall Austonian with 56 floors. 

Post completion by 2018, the 

Independent will replace the 

Austonian as the tallest residential 

building in the US.There has been 

an immense growth in 

downtown which has been 

aided by the nightlife 

scene, museums and 

restaurants.
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The multi-purpose convention center, also known as the Neal Kocurek Memorial Austin Convention Centre, 

is named after Dr.W.NealKocurek who provided community support for its construction. In 2010, it moved 

to the Cedar Park centre. Earlier, it was  home to the Texas Rollergirls and Austin Toros. The internationally 

renowned South by Southwest technology majorly held its festivals and conferences here.

Spread across 246,000 sqft, it has 2 ballrooms of 43,000 and 23,000 sq ft each with 54 meeting rooms. 

Austin was being passed over for having a major convention in 1980s as Plamer Auditorium was too small 

resulting in the grand opening of the Austin Convention Center on July 4, 1992 after a referendum was 

passed with US$69 million bond sale.

Austin Convention Center 
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Located in The University of Texas at Austin campus, it is a non-residential conference center with facilities 

catering to meetings, expos, corporate retreats and award banquets and commencements.

It is Texas first educational conference center which serves a variety of clients and hosts a wide assortment of 

educational programs and events throughout the year. Government entities use the center for workshops for 

their employees as well as for meetings with the general public. External use, with university co-sponsorship, 

includes not-for-profit educational events planned by corporations, non-profit agencies and business 

associations.

A variety of programs is being held by TCC and supported by all the logistics, catering and technology 

departments along with speaking engagements in the TCC lecture halls and LBJ Auditorium with an 

accommodation for24 to 967 delegates for panel discussions.

Joe C. Thompson Conference Center (TCC)
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With corporate headquarters and 

supporting facilities, the greater parts 

of Austin serves a strong business 

environment in the US, known for 

the quality of life and its multi-

tiered workforce. Austin's vibrant 

region is  home to wine turbine 

manufacturers, system integrators 

and solar companies.With 

advanced manufacturing the 

Austin region welcomes 

newcomers to Central Texas.It 

has been a premier destination 

for creative and digital media 

technology.

The emerging life science 

companies have changed the 

face of health care and the 

growing data management 

cluster located in the heart 

of the city. Austin is less 

prone to any natural 

disaster. The key players 

get attracted to its 

innovation hub, research 

and start-up generation, 

mobile solution, 

electronic 

manufacturing 

allowing the ground-

space based 

enterprise to 

flourish.

HIGH-TECH INDUSTRIES IN AUSTIN 
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f you want to experience unlimited fun and 

entertainment in the dazzling and vibrant city visit IBaltimore. The city is now decking up for its upcoming 

light festival-Light City Baltimore. 

Experience

Baltimore

Destination Dairy

the buzz in



From April 6 to 21, the Light Festival of Baltimore Harbor will be decorated with nine nights of Light 

will be the nation's first free pompous light, music City. Here you can find, a plethora of performances 

and innovation festival powering the social change by regional DJ bands, musicians, comedians and 

allure thousands of local and international tourists. rappers that offer a magical aroma of music. 

This year the theme is “More Love, More Lights!” as 

Baltimore is in the forefront to expand to three 

weekends with art and music festival. 

The Light City Festival transforms Baltimore with 

world class led light display along with the technical 

advancement with interactive sessions offering 

lifetime experiences for the visitors. 

Baltimore during this city extravaganza enlightens 

with free concerts, performances of different local 

bands and rock singers, interpretative dancers and 

highly decorated floats. During this fest, Inner 

Known as the largest city in the U.S. state of 

Maryland, Baltimore not only attracted all for this 

festival, but also it has rich historical legacy and 

tourism attractions. 

Start your journey from International Light City

Things to do list in Baltimore 
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Formerly known as Baltimore Aquarium, National 

Aquarium houses several exhibits like he Upland 

Tropical Rain Forest, a multiple-story Atlantic Coral 

Reef, an open ocean shark tank, and Australia: Wild 

Extremes. Named as the best aquarium in United 

States in 2012, it attracts more than 1.5 million 

tourists with more than 750 marine species. 

If you are a sports freak, Oriole Park will be the best 

place to visit. Located in the downtown of Baltimore, 

Oriole Park is a famous ball park and a 

conglomeration house of 4,631 club seats and 72 

luxury suites.

It is a historic port and the best known landmark 

in the city, Inner Harbor consists of museums 

and historical ships displaying the industrial 

revolution and the modernization of Baltimore. 

American Visionary Art Museum, Baltimore 

Museum of Industry, Geppi's Entertainment 

Museum, Jewish Museum of Maryland, Port 

Discovery Children's Museum, Sports Legends 

Museum at Camden Yards and Ripley's Believe It 

or Not! Odditorium. Try Baltimore Water Taxi to 

have a complete tour to venture the 

neighborhoods. 

See the marine beauty inside 

Hit the Inner Harbor for  history

Take a break at Oriole Park

National Aquarium

with Baltimore Water Taxi
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Experience the history and cultural root of 

Maryland when you explore The Reginald F. Lewis 

Museum of African American History & Culture 

and The National Great Blacks in Wax, which 

boast with amazing artworks and compelling 

history. 

Mount Vernon offers a great opportunity to 

explore the urban life designated as National 

Historic Landmark District with the amusement 

parks surrounded the historic Washington 

monument. The local life is decorated with their 

histories which are preserved in the number of 

museums like Walters Art Museum, 

Contemporary Museum, Baltimore School for 

the Arts and Joseph Meyerhoff Symphony Hall. 

Walk through the cityscape 

See the African- American 

History in Baltimore

of Mount Vernon
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Getting there Reagan Washington National Airport link Baltimore 

with more than daily 650 flights. BWI Marshall Driving is a best option to visit Baltimore. It's only a 

Airport plays as an airline link to reach Baltimore. short one hour drive on the Baltimore-Washington 

Here, buses are more affordable if you are coming Parkway (MD 295). Three major airports connect 

from New York or Philadelphia. Amtrak offers rapid the city. Baltimore/Washington International 

and frequent services into Baltimore as The Penn Thurgood Marshall Airport in Maryland, as well as 

Station acts as a nearest railhead. Washington Dulles International Airport and Ronald 

Baltimore carries its specialty in urban flavor. Take authentic cuisine Little Italy or Greektown. So 

a stroll to the off beaten paths of the city and make your plan to visit the city in the month of 

discover the best in the city. Walk in the art April to witness the glamour and extravaganza of 

district of Mount Vernon, shop there and take Light City Festival. 
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America’s
Festival

The festivals in March 
welcome spring, the season of 

blossoms after long winter. 
These festivals show the 
gaiety and the culture of 

America through music, fun, 
fashion and celebrations. Here 
are some top listed festivals. 

his is a craziest music festival feeds the musical soul with an 

inspiration of community culture travelling in the Tmiscellaneous leisure world, welcoming with music, fun, 

drink, swimming and yoga. Okeechobee Music & Arts Festival is 

produced by Soundslinger, treating the music lovers with the best 

musical line-ups, artistic production and design and great ambience 

for a musical weekend. 

Date: 1st to 4th March, 2018

Place: Okeechobee, Florida
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 comic community event, marking the hottest spring 

festival in Metro Toronto Convention Center is a dais Awhere common people meet with the comic 

workshop, celebrity guests for photos and autograph sessions 

and cosplaying by the fans. Here sketching duels, cosplay 

craftsmanship contest and artist alley are the best points of 

attraction. 

Date: 16th March to 18th March, 2018

Place: Toronto, Canada
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elebrated throughout US, St Patrick's Day is a 

recognition of Irish and American culture and their Cconcern for environment. The cynosure of this 

national holiday is green parades that feature approximately 

150,000 marchers, including bagpipers. 

Date: 17th March, 2018

Place: United States of America
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t is a seven days long fashion fiesta recognizing the fashion 

veterans of Canadian fashion industry, who are working Irelentlessly in cultivating the innovative culture in fashion, 

turning Vancouver as an upmarket place for fashion designing. 

Date: 19th March-25th March, 2018

Place: Vancouver, Canada

VANCOUVER FASHION WEEK
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he ultimate pink party celebrates citywide with the 

blossoms of cherry that attracted more than 1.5 million Ttourists to admire more than 3000 Japanese trees, 

reminds the American and Japanese culture. These cherry 

blossom trees were gifted in 1912 by Yukio Ozaki, the Mayor of 

Tokyo to the government of United States.  

Date:20th March to 15th April 2018

Place: National Cherry Blossom Festival
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At IMEX in Frankfurt, corporate global meeting planners and programme 

thousands of hosted buyers directors, will focus on Innovation and Security. 

and buyer attendees from all Amanda Whitlock, Director, Global Strategic 

over the world will be Events, EY is already scheduled to headline the 

meeting and doing business event with a keynote on the 'Event of the Future' 

with almost 3,500 international destinations and focussing on how to inspire an audience, 

venues under one roof. They'll also be discovering disruption of traditional methods and the use of 

the latest learning ideas in 180-plus education event technology. 

sessions, making new contacts and catching up Another significant innovation on EduMonday will 
with colleagues at the many networking events. be the She Means Business conference, a new 

Carina Bauer said that innovation is at the heart of event created in partnership with 

IMEX in Frankfurt and for their next show they are twtagungswirtschaft magazine. This results from 

creating a series of new initiatives that will meet an overwhelming response to a joint research 

the needs of buyers and exhibitors and project that IMEX and tw undertook together 

substantially enhance their business experience. earlier this year. With a series of inspiring 

speakers, it's an event that is set to celebrate the Several engaging new initiatives, new exhibitors 
role of women in the industry, as well as providing and new hosted buyer groups are already 
conversation, collaboration and learning.confirmed for IMEX in Frankfurt 2018, taking place 

on 15-17 May. The innovations start on Monday CarinaBauer, CEO of the IMEX Group also 

and run throughout the week. expressed that IMEX in Frankfurt is firmly 

established as the place where the meetings Following its successful launch in 2017, 
industry worldwidecomes together in May each EduMonday, a full day of learning and insights 
year. They know it is in their diaries well in open to all IMEX attendees and exhibitors, will be 
advance–and many senior people, as well the expanding, bringing together a vast range of 
leaders of the future from all sectors  - agency, learning sessions, from technology to Meetology.  
association and corporate - have already planned Meanwhile the Event Design Certificate 
their schedules to be there.Programme will be running again that day after 

being widely acclaimed on its debut.

Also on EduMonday, Exclusively Corporate 

@IMEXwhich brings together around 80-100 top 

Imex Frankfurt 

When: May 15th – 17th , 2018
Where: Frankfurt, Germany 

SHOW HIGHLIGHT
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Kazakhstan International preferences of the customers, come to know their 

Exhibition KITF has been competitors, find new effective business 

held since the year of instruments and envisage strategies for their 

2000. Nowadays, the further development. 

Exhibition serves as a wide-ranging professional KITF Key Sections:
platform for the touristic industry of the whole £International Tourism
Central Asian Region and is justly considered to be £Domestic Travels
the pinnacle event of the touristic sector of £Medical and Healthcare Tourism
Kazakhstan. £MICE – Business Tourism
Leadingexpertsoftheexhibitionindustryhave assigned £Property Abroad (NEW)
KITF with the reputable quality mark - UFI Approval 

(from the Global Association of the Exhibition KITF Exhibitors:
Industry) for the conformity with the global £Tour Operators and Travel Agencies
standards of B2B platforms. £Air Companies and Air Travel Agencies

Numerous international events take place under the £NationalandRegionalTouristicOrganizations

auspices of KITF, such as signing memorandums, £Hotel Services Providers

agreements and interstate programs on the regional £Healthcare and Medical Centers

and cross-border cooperation as well as holding £IT-developersandIT-providers in Tourism

republican meetings, plenary sessions, road-shows, £Real Estate Abroad Companies

seminars, presentations and other specialized £Other Service Providers of the Touristic Industry

activities, which demonstrates the high efficiency of 

the Exhibition for the touristic market of both KITF 2017 in Facts and Figures:

Kazakhstan and Central Asia. £6 750 square meters of the exhibition area 

£4 485 visitorsAnnually, KITF shows positive developments and 
£374 exhibiting companiesconsistent dynamics of growth which is also a certain 
£30 participating countries of the worldindicator of the overall market of the touristic 
£22 national expositionsservices. Over 17 years of its existence, the 

Exhibition has been attended by companies and 

organizations from 63 countries of the world. 

Itisherewhereinternational and local companies 

evaluate the needs of the market and key 

Kazakhstan International Exhibition

When: April 18th – 20th , 2018
Where: Almaty, Kazakhstan
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The 'Saudi Arabia Hotel opportunities.

Construction Overview' report In 2018 Hilton expects to see three new hotels 
by TOP HOTEL PROJECTS – open in Saudi Arabia: DoubleTree by Hilton in 
compiled ahead of The Hotel Makkah's Jabal Omar development, a midscale 
Show Saudi Arabia (10-12th Hilton Garden Inn in Al Khobar, and a Hilton in 
April 2018) – has revealed that Riyadh.  Between them they will add over 1,500 

84 hotels comprising 27,281 rooms will open rooms to the company's footprint across the 
throughout the Kingdom this year. country.

Riyadh, Jeddah, Makkah and Al Khobar remain the Swiss-Belhotel International will also open three 
busiest areas for hotel construction across the new hotels in the Kingdom in 2018 – two in Riyadh 
country. Each of these cities rank highly in the and another debut property in the Holy City of 
Middle East's top ten most active cities for Makkah, scheduled for later this year.
hospitality development, sitting third, fourth, sixth Laurent A. Voivenel, Senior Vice President, 
and tenth respectively. Operations & Development for the Middle East, 
Notable hotel openings set for the Kingdom in 2018 Africa & India, Swiss-Belhotel International 
include: Hilton Riyadh Hotel & Residences, expressed that Saudi Arabia is a market that is 
Copthorne Hotel Makkah, Jabel Omar; Swiss- currently undersupplied in terms of hotels. The 
Belhotel Al Aziziya Makkah; Millennium Hotel tourism sector has been earmarked by the 
Jeddah and Hilton Garden Inn Al Khobar. government as a key driver for growth in the 

Hilton is identified as the brand with the most hotel Kingdom's Vision 2030 economic diversification 

developments currently underway throughout the strategy, with major initiatives to stimulate the 

country. Kamel Ajami, Vice President of Operations, travel and tourism industry. In addition to mass 

KSA & Levant, Hilton commented that Saudi Arabia scale hotel construction, major transport 

is one of the most important markets in the region, infrastructure projects including the new airport in 

with new legislation and government reforms Jeddah and Haramain High Speed Rail Project, 

making the Kingdom more accessible than ever. It launching this year, will have a big impact. 

represents their largest development pipeline in the 

Middle East. They have 30 hotels currently under 

development in around 12 different cities and their 

development team is always on the lookout for new 

The Hotel Show Saudi Arabia 

When: April 10th – 12th 2018
Where: Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
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The government is also investing significantly Economic City – fast becoming the Kingdom's hub 

in large-scale leisure, culture and for business and leisure. Meanwhile, major 

entertainment projects and they are keen to international brands are focusing on areas such as 

take advantage of this massive opportunity for Al Khobar and Jazan City, close to the Persian Gulf 

hospitality development. and Red Sea coasts respectively, which offer 

access to the beach and a growing number of “Alongside a continued focus on the Holy 
leisure and cultural activities.”Cities, it is clear that hospitality developments 

in the pipeline for the Kingdom are being As the hospitality landscape across the Kingdom 

designed to cater to a wider range of travellers continues to grow and prosper, The Hotel Show 

including domestic and international business Saudi Arabia – the country's leading networking 

and leisure tourists,” commented Gary and sourcing event for hoteliers and restaurateurs 

Williams, Event Director of The Hotel Show – returns for its 6th edition in Jeddah in April.

Saudi Arabia. Co-located with Stone & Surface Saudi Arabia 

“Dubai-based Rove Hotels has just announced 2018, the Kingdom's only sourcing event 

that construction will begin on its first hotel in dedicated to the stone and surface design 

the Kingdom this year. The midscale, lifestyle industry, the events will both take place across 

hotel brand will cater to tech-savvy millennial three days – 10-12th April 2018 – at the Jeddah 

travellers and will be based at King Abdullah Centre for Forums and Events.
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Registration for showcase their culture, music, hospitality and 

WTM Africa 2018 cuisine, offering delegates the opportunity to 

has officially opened sample different food and drink from around the 

with both local and world.

international travel 3. A host of international speakers from across the 
trade gearing up for globe will focus on pertinent topics affecting the 

what promises to be another incredible B2B modern travel industry, as well as look to identify 
show. WTM Africa 2018 will once again be hosted trends in the African travel market.
in partnership by the City of Cape Town. 4. As announced in 2017, SETE 2018 will take place 
Taking place at the Cape Town International during Africa Travel Week, creating discussions 
Convention Centre (CTICC) from 18 to 20 April around bidding and hosting major international 
2018, WTM Africa is set to once again showcase events, and promoting local events.
the beauty of the African continent,, while 5. The African Responsible Tourism Awards will 
providing the opportunity for travel trade showcase the greenest and most sustainable 
members to build even further than the tourism products in Africa.
impressive US$365-million worth of business 

6. The Women in travel  Meetup at WTM Africa 
conducted since WTM Africa 2017.

2018 will consist of a half-day programme inclusive 
This year, the Africa Travel Week team will of panel debates, group mentoring sessions and 
introduce a variety of innovations, new events the opportunity to network.
and even more networking opportunities than 

7. Business Events Conference powered by ibtm 
ever before, including:

africa will present content focusing on how to 

unite African MICE venues and products with 
1. A veritable feast of experiential activities will highly-qualified meeting and event planners.
be taking place during WTM Africa to convey the 8. E-Tourism Frontiers will once again present the 
incredible wonders that the African continent latest technology and digital marketing trends 
holds. globally.
2. WTM Africa has introduced its Festival 

Programme where stand-

holders taking part in end-

of-show parties will 

WTM Africa

When: April 18th – 20th , 2018
Where: Cape Town International Convention Centre (CTICC)
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Join the West Coast's marketing, mobile, emerging technology and data 

largest digital travel driven personalization.

conference of 300+  A sneak preview of the brands already attending 
industry leaders include: Booking.com, Priceline, Expedia,  Accor 

EyeforTravel San Francisco Digital Summit 2018 Hotels, IHG,  Hilton, Fairmont, Choice Hotels, 

(April 9-10) brings together senior digital Marriott, Air Canada, Cathay Pacific, Singapore 

executives from some of the biggest brands in Airlines, San Francisco Internal Airport and many 

travel to discuss the cutting edge of digital, more. 

Eyefor Travel San Francisco

When: April 9th – 10th 2018 
Where: Nikko Hotel, San Francisco
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EMITT ISTANBUL 2018

(TÜROFED) Osman Ayık, the President of the Turkish 

Tourism Investors Association (TTYD) Oya Narin, ITE 

Group's Regional Director Vincent Brain, and ITE 

Turkey's Tourism & Travel & Fashion Group Director 

Hacer Aydın.
EMITT - East Mediterranean International Travel 

ITE Turkey's Tourism & Travel & Fashion Group and Tourism Exhibition 2018 Numbers has a total 
Director Hacer Aydın made the following remarks number 54,364 visitors, 85 participating countries, 
regarding the 22nd EMITT that the tourism sector in 1,065 Foreign Participants, over 7000 B2B 
Turkey has grown in parallel with EMITT ever since Appointments and around 600 invited Tour 
the first day it was held. The increased activity in the Operators.
tourism sector in 2017 also took place at EMITT as 

Sponsored by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism 
well, and recorded an increase of 55% in the number 

of Turkey, the Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality, 
of participants. This growth can be considered to be 

and Turkish Airlines, supported by KOSGEB, and in 
a sign that indicating that there will be rapid growth 

cooperation with the Turkish Hoteliers Federation 
in the tourism sector in 2018. They also broke a 

(TÜROFED) and the Turkish Tourism Investors 
world record with over 7,000 approved 

Association (TTYD), EMITT Istanbul was held for the 
appointments and believes that these appointments 

22nd time this year at the TÜYAP Fair, Convention 
will pave the way for new investments and 

and Congress Center and hosted those who wish to 
collaborations.

make affordable holiday plans for the best 
The countries who participated in EMITT included destinations with tourism professionals.
the U.S., Germany, Albania, Azerbaijan, Bahrain, 

The opening ceremony was attended by the 
Bangladesh, Belarus, the United Arab Emirates, 

Minister of Culture and Tourism of Turkey Prof. Dr. 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, China, Morocco, the 

Numan Kurtulmuş, Governor of Istanbul Vasip 
Philippines, Palestine, France, Guinea, South Africa, 

Şahin, the former Secretary General of the United 
South Korea, Georgia, India, Iran, Spain, Italy, Japan, 

Nations World Tourism Organization Taleb D. Rifai, 
TRNC, Cyprus, Kyrgyzstan, Kosovo, Cuba, Latvia, 

the President of the Federal Association of 
Lebanon, Macedonia, the Maldives, Mongolia, 

Germany's Tourism Sector Michael Frenzel, the 

President of the Turkish Hoteliers Federation 

Show Review

When: January 25th – 28th , 2018

Where: Tüyap Fair Convention and Congress 

Center Istanbul, Turkey
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Nepal, Russia, the Seychelles, Serbia, Taiwan, Firuz Bağlıkaya touched upon the importance of 

Tunisia, Uzbekistan, Ukraine, Jordan, Vietnam, adjusting to technological advances in order not to 

Greece, and Zanzibar. fall behind in the sector and expressed that they 
The exhibition, which offered participants the would do everything in their power to achieve 
opportunity to increase their business volume, was improvement in this regard and protect their 
held on an area of 60,000 square meters consisting profession. Emphasizing the importance of 
of 10 halls and featured national pavilions, holiday eliminating unfair competition in the sector, Firuz 
destinations, winter tourism and special outdoor Bağlıkaya stated that they would take legal steps 
areas, hotels, hotel complimentary products, tour to prevent airlines from selling cheaper tickets 
operators, and agencies. A sort of sectorial school than travel agencies on their websites.
for both participants and consumers, EMITT offered The panel titled “Local Development and Tourism” 

guidance for the sector this year, as well, with its was held on the second day, and the opening 

rich content. The participants greatly enjoyed the speech was deliverd by the Co-Founder of Urban 

panels on “The Future of Travel Agencies in Turkey,” Strategy Partners Dr. İrem Ayrancı Onay where she 

“The New Trend in the World, Gastronomical stated that based on figures reported by the 

Tourism”, “Creating Gastronomic Trademark Cities World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), tourism 

in City Marketing”, “Local Development and accounted for 10% of the world GDP, 7% of global 

Tourism,” “Online Sales in Emerging Markets,” and trade, and 1 out of every 10 businesses. The 

“Awareness about Gastronomy.” Alongside the European Union Project Implementation Director 

panels, visitors showed great interest in the exciting Bülent Özcan gave a speech titled “European 

activities organized by participating countries and Union's Approach to and Support for Sustainable 

cities. Tourism and Local Development” in which he 
On the first day of the exhibition, the panel titled discussed the financial aid the EU has provided to 
“The Future of Travel Agencies in Turkey” was held Turkey in terms of Tourism and Local 
and was moderated by Bahattin Yücel, the Development, and project opportunities for local 
participants included SITE Turkey President Kerim administrations and NGOs.
Sipahiler, Ekar Tur CEO Zehra Sönmez, and Posta The Hosted Buyers Program, in which 600 tour 

Newspaper Columnist Yazgülü Aldoğan. In his operators from 106 countries took part, drew 

speech, the Candidate for Presidency of the great interest with more than 7,000 

Association of Turkish Travel Agencies (TÜRSAB) appointments.
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Like in previous year, the EMITT Tourism Exhibition the Philippines, Palestine, France, Ghana, Guinea, 

organized the Hosted Buyers Program this year, as South Africa, Georgia, India, the Netherlands, 

well. Within the scope of the program, which took England, Ireland, Spain, Switzerland, Italy, 

place with the partnership of TravelShop Turkey, Cambodia, Canada, Kazakhstan, Kenya,Cyprus, 

600 tour operators from 106 countries were Kosovo, Kuwait, Lebanon, Hungary, Macedonia, 

hosted. The countries the tour operators came Malaysia, Mexico, Egypt, Nepal, Uzbekistan, 

from included: the U.S., Albania, Australia, Austria, Pakistan, Poland, Romania, Rwanda, Russia, 

Azerbaijan, Bangladesh, Belarus, United Arab Singapore, Slovenia, Sri Lanka, Saudi Arabia, 

Emirates, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Serbia, Tanzania, Thailand, Turkey, Uganda, 

Algeria, the Czech Republic, Indonesia, Morocco, Ukraine, Oman, Jordan, and Vietnam.
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SATTE 2018

that augured in new trends in the industry. Visitors 

at the signature expo witnessed a number of 

features including a special pavilion of 10 start-ups, 

as well as a live show at 'Colors of SATTE' apart from 
UBM India's leading B2B travel trade engagement 

other captivating engagements. This year, SATTE 
show SATTE, held at Pragati Maidan in New Delhi, 

was also happy to engage its exhibitors and visitors 
drew to an eminently successful close with a 

to pledge for sustainable tourism under the unique 
remarkable increase of 37 % in the unique visitor 

I-Pledge initiative where they pledged to conserve 
footfall in its Silver Jubilee edition. A three day 

natural reserve, respect and save wildlife, say no to 
business networking trade show, SATTE 2018 got 

plastic, dispose waste smartly and travel 
bigger this year with participation from more than 

responsibly.  Over 32,000 pledges were registered. 
1000 exhibitors, over 50 countries and 28 Indian 

Adding to its celebration, this year, the show hosted 
states.

two networking evenings in association with feature 
The glittering inauguration of the event was destination -- Mauritius and feature attraction -- 
graced by Chief Guest Mr. KJ Alphons, Minister for Madame Tussauds for the travel and tourism 
Tourism (I/C), Govt. of India, along with Mr. T.S. industry.
Rawat, Chief Minister, Uttarakhand, Mr. Amitabh 

Acknowledging SATTE's growing stature on the 
Kant, CEO, NITI Aayog, Mr. Faiyaz Koya, Minister 

global tourism arena,  KJ Alphons, Minister for 
for Industry, Trade and Tourism Fiji, Mr. I Gde 

Tourism (I/C), Govt. of India said that it was a 
Pitana Dy, Tourism Minister, Indonesia, Mr. Bo 

pleasure to attend a platform such as SATTE 
Keun Choi, Senior Officer, Regional Programme for 

Asia and the Pacific, UNWTO, Mr. Subhash Goyal, 

Member, National Tourism Advisory Committee, 

Mr. Navin Berry, Founder, SATTE, Mr. Michael 

Duck, Executive Vice President, UBM Asia and Mr. 

Yogesh Mudras, Managing Director, UBM India.

Over a span of three days, SATTE 2018 witnessed 

several exciting partnerships and announcements 

Show Review

When: January 31st to 2nd February

Where: Pragati Maidan, Delhi 
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that brings the entire industry together. 2017 has show that more tourists visit Singapore & Malaysia 

been amazing for India from the tourism but the truth is that India is a long haul 

perspective, with a growth of 15.2% in terms of destination. 97.2% people come to India by air 

foreign tourist arrivals. When it comes to domestic and the average stay is 14-20 days -- one of the 

tourism, they had 1.8 billion travels (not travelers) highest duration for travelers around the world. 

in the country.  In three years from now, they aim Therefore, India's earnings from tourists are much 

to double the amount of international tourists greater than many of the other countries. Of 

arrival in India, increase the contribution of the course, it is up to them to make this duration 

tourism industry to a GDP of 10% from the current extremely attractive and rich in experiences. And 

6.8% and double the employment contribution. that's where an exhibition like SATTE comes to the 

Honestly, tourism is the best weapon against fore with its reserves of ideas and thought 

terrorism anywhere in the world, apart from its leadership.
Speaking at the successful conclusion of SATTE other obvious advantages.

Speaking on the industry at the inauguration of 2018, Mr. Yogesh Mudras, Managing Director, 

SATTE, Bo Keun Choi, Senior Officer, Regional UBM India said that SATTE 2018 was one of the 

Programme for Asia and the Pacific, World Tourism most successful trade engagements for them. It 

Organization (UNWTO) also said that globally, they has carved a unique place as the most 

crossed the mark of 1.3 billion travellers this year. comprehensive industry platform in the country 

The growth rate to be expected in the upcoming and has emerged as the subcontinent's largest, 

years for the travel and tourism industry is around foremost and the only international travel show 

7%. India is one of the leading countries with wherein both the exhibitors and buyers from 

almost 16% contribution to the industry and he across the world participate to showcase as well 

appreciates SATTE's contribution over the years in as shop for diverse global travel & tourism 

getting the industry together, and also its campaign products and services. They have witnessed a 

I-Pledge, that promotes the cause of sustainable historic growth of 37 % in their unique visitor 

tourism, thereby giving them the opportunity to footfall by putting in their best efforts, making the 

pledge for and promote sustainable tourism and already favoured show even more promising than 

create a better world to live in. the last one. He also added, recently 
Speaking on the success of SATTE, Mr.  Amitabh announcedUnion Budget 2018 also holds out 
Kant, CEO, NITI Aayog expressed that statistics quite a lot for the proliferating T&T industry and is 
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boost the sector. The Budget seeks to improve what One of the key features of SATTE 2018 was the 

India is already gifted with. Measures such as conference programme on all three days of the 

raising the airport capacity by 5 times under the expo that held industry discussions and shared 

UDAN scheme, improving rail networks in Mumbai new insights pertaining to the sector and industry 

and Bengaluru, addressing the critical air pollution best practices. SATTE  hosted six panel discussions 

situation in Delhi/NCR, developing and marketing that brought together stakeholders of the industry 

untapped tourist spots will increase India's on a single platform, allowing exchange of ideas 

attractiveness to tourists within India & abroad. that will add value to Indian tourism at large. The 

three day conference also saw destination 
Along with the participation of over 50 countries presentations by tourism boards such as -- Czech 
and 28 Indian States, in its 25th edition, the expo Tourism, Egypt, Dubai, Ho Chi Minh City, West 
also witnessed an increase in participation from an Bengal, a product presentation by Tragly and a 
array of hospitality players and products such as Workshop and a panel discussion on Skill 
Movenpick, Neemrana, Treebo, Sterling Resorts, Development in the Hospitality Sector.
Minor Hotels, Dusit, Melia Hotels International, 

Shangri -La Hotels and 

Resorts, DS Group, Choice 

Hotels, Abad Hotels, Lords 

Hotels, Alcon Victor Goa, 

Zen and Singge Palace from 

Ladakh, Grand Imperial 

Agra, Somatheeram, 

Ramada Kerala, Ananta 

Resorts, Venetian Cotai, 

Ayana Resorts Bali,  Marasa 

Africa, Banyan Tree,  

Disneyworld Paris, 

EuropeCar, The Ultimate 

Travelling Camp and many 

more.
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CALENDAR 
OF EVENTS

ITB Berlin

Berlin, Germany  

www.itb-berlin.de/en/

Connections Meetings

Algarve, Portugal   

weareconnections.com

Moscow International MICE Forum

Moscow, Russia   

www.miceforum.ru

Global Restaurant Investment Forum

Palazzo Versace, Dubai   

www.restaurant-invest.com

25th Moscow International Travel & Tourism Exhibition

Expocentre, Moscow   

www.mitt.ru/en-GB

th th7  – 11   March

th th16  – 17   March

th th12  – 14   March

th th
13  – 15   March

th th15  – 18   March
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Routes Asia

Brisbane, Australia

www.routesonline.com

/events/191/routes-asia-2018

Hotelex Shanghai

Shanghai, China   

en.hotelex.cn

The British Travel And Tourism Show 2018

NEC, Birmingham   

www.tourismshow.co.uk

Hotel Fair 

Seoul, Korea   

hotelfair.co.kr/eng/

BMT - Mediterranean Tourism Exchange - BMT Napoli

Naples, Italy   

www.bmtnapoli.com

th th18  – 20   March

st nd21  – 22   March

nd th22  – 24   March

rd th
23  – 25   March

th th26  – 29   March
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